Dear MNAs there are a lot of positive news at the Marina Militare Nastro Rosa Tour, EUROPEAN and WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIP of the Double Mixed Offshore.
First of all we made an agreement with the Beneteau boat yard and we are proud to announce that the Figaro3 will be
the offshore boat of the Tour for the next 3 edition!
It is a major step forward to cooperate with Beneteau!
Secondly, we have fixed the daily charter fee to the lowest edge of 950€ per day for the Tour.
In order to keep the overall cost and charter fee that low we thought that maybe interesting for the teams to train
before the EC while sailing the boats on their way from Canet, south France, to Genova Italy.
This will help us to move the boats to their final destination in Genoa to start the Marina Militare Nastro Rosa Tour but it
also offers a 300 nms training at no cost for the team. We offer this opportunity as a “first come first serve “option.
Same offer will be available before the WC sailing for free from Naples to Brindisi.
We believe this could be a win-win-win situation offering free sailing and a contribution to the Event Organizer and our
big efforts to make this project successful.
We also inform you that, in consultation with WS and Eurosaf, we are accepting a max of two entries per country
depending on the level of participation (in case of doubt and no MNA indication the first pre-entry fee payment received
by the O.A. will count as matter of preference)
We have already 13 countries that confirmed interest, so please made your confirmation of interest as soon as possible
to give us enough times to decide the scoreboard.
In case the number of team entered will require a scoreboard elimination system we are setting a system to guarantee
that, in case of semifinal and finals, teams will pay only for the effective days of racing they were allowed to. The
balance will be refunded at the end of the World Championship.
Please find attached the revised annex to the NOR for your convenience.
Entries are open from today onwards, make your pre-entry payment to secure the free Media package. Please notify to
nastrorosatour@ssi.events your payment and entry.
Do not hesitate to contact us if you have any question or need help in order to compete in the event.
Best regards
MMNRT Organizing Authority
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